is no phrase of the mechanical department which promises greater success than the one we are about to discuss.
When we take into account the wideness of this subject, what it involves, and the possibilities that lie just beyond, I will scarcely be able to give you an outline in a paper like this. This method, I believe, if once brought to perfection, will give better satisfaction to the patient than any mechanical work yet discovered.
If we retrospect and acquaint ourselves with the early methods of pivoting teeth, we find that two kinds of pivots were employed, to-wit: wood and gold. I take a small portion of the fibre, tease it on glass, mix it with the cement, and with small nerve instruments I carry it to the apical foramen, completely closing it. The cotton serves to carry the cement to the desired point, and when packed in the root, will set perfectly hard, and completely exclude any egress from the canal through the apex, which is the ultimation in all root filling. I then take a cast from the mouth, followed by articulation, after which I select a plain plate tooth, with shade to suit those with which it is to be associated, and grind to suit the prepared root. I now select the pivot of gold or platinum, the end of which I flatten, punch holes to suit the pins in the artificial crown, and press the end on as backing, j invest this, and solder the wire to the pins. If The original method of setting this crown, I believe, was to dress the root, or that portion of the tooth remaining, so the crown would fit tightly when pressed to the margin of the gum. To do this it was necessary to dress the stump on which the crown was to rest, then take a cast, followed by articulation, after which we press tin foil around the stump to get the circumference of the remaining tooth, from which to make the band. The gold band may be made to fit the stump accurately by passing wire around the band, and passing band and wire over the root on which the crown will finally rest, and with the pliers, twist the wire till it fits tightly; then remove and solder, and again return to the root. Now build up with wax, and have the patient close the mouth, which will give the space to be filled with gold.
The easiest and best method in making the top is to melt the gold down on thin platinum, and after soldering to the band, it may be shaped with a file to suit articulation. An opening should be left in the top for the escape of the surplus cement, which may finally be filled with gold foil.
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